
SOUTH PARK REDSKINS BUSINESS PLAN

"Go Fund Yourself" is the first episode in the eighteenth season of the American animated television series South Park.
The boys from South Park decide to create a startup company funded through Kickstarter so that they When Cartman
finds out that the Washington Redskins football team has lost the trademark to their.

Because of the vogue for crowdfunding, they have a hard time getting an original name that is not already
taken. If we start doing stuff now, it'll put it all at risk! Kyle All right, I really don't want to have to do this, but
However, Cartman, Kyle, and Stan reconcile after losing the money they earned from their Kickstarter
projects, and refurbish their company into a replacement for Kickstarter to make money off their clients.
Production[ edit ] Washington Redskins owner Daniel Snyder is mocked in the episode for his stance on
maintaining his franchise's team name Trey Parker and Matt Stone had an idea to spoof the Washington
Redskins name controversy , and decided to go ahead and make an episode about it, thinking that the
controversy would be "the big issue" in the National Football League that season. Cartman Oh no. The
Internet startup company has raised so much money in Kickstarter that now, more groups are doing the same. I
really don't think we wanna be a company that ISIS looks up to. Go back to school? Snyder sits alone in it
Flight attendant All around the world, people are saying they are inspired by the Washington Redskins. The
point is, if we as an organization claim to be about high morality, somebody is eventually going to get raped or
beaten in an elevator and it's most likely going to be Butters. If you wanna be a successful business, then you
have to be honest about what you are! Kyle That's the Catholic Church! No, you guys. How is it offensive?!
Butters [gasps] Oh no! As a result, much of the episode was modified trying to find a way to fit this story in.
Dan Snyder We are a proud team, Mr. Cartman Mmmm, noooo, Because I don't want to. Reporter [a reporter
speaks as Snyder looks over hit masses pool] More news on the Washington Redskins tonight. Taking pity on
the team owner, the townspeople form a mob against the boys' company including ISIS , threatening to
boycott them unless the boys change the name. Cartman Digging in our heels and pissing on public opinion us
what the Washington Redskins are all about! Woman Well yeah, but does anyone really care about them?
However, Cartman only responds to the demand by adding hand-drawn breasts , testicles and a penis to the
Redskins logo. When Cartman finds out that the Washington Redskins football team has lost the trademark to
their team name , he suggests using it for their company. Failing to convince Cartman to change his company
name, Snyder and his football team try to disassociate themselves with the company as it gains popularity for
its do-nothing policy. Cartman Well, what are you gonna do? A caller [a newspaper falls out of a car, and
Snyder picks it up and reads it] Well, let's not forget, Marsha that there's a people here, okay, who are not
happy about the use of the name, the Football Washington Redskins! Jesus, what-?! Eventually, Parker and
Stone settled on referencing the Rice incident rather than making it a major theme, and finishing the episode
how they originally intended, focusing on the Redskins and Kickstarter.


